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This paper discusses solutions and technologies for automatically assessing the
state of space reservation in a building, e.g., a university or an office building.
Improving space utilization can benefit an organization or a company in multiple
aspects. These aspects include enhanced user experience and improved workflow,
and minimized losses from maintaining unused space. Additionally, the space uti-
lization information can be utilized lower electricity usage, by optimizing HVAC
(Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning) and lighting systems.
The goal of this study is to asses and compare different methods of gaining the
real-time reservation status of a space. Both hardware and software factors are
taken into account. The methods are first studied in the form of a literature
review. This part of the study includes comparisons between relevant technologis.
The most suitable solution is also inspected in practice.
Furthermore, as part of the study a real-time reservation status monitoring system
was developed utilizing Philips hardware and recommendable software technolo-
gies. This experimental phase of the study also includes an overview of testing
and installing such a system. A system built by an outside supplier was also
installed for reference. Both systems employ PIR (Passive Infrared) sensors. The
sensors are not designed for people counting purposes, which was not a core focus
of this study.
Gathering space utilization data can have further, far stretching benefits. There-
fore, this paper also discusses different use cases for the occupancy data. The
value of such data can be significant, due to property costs taking up a large por-
tion of companies’ expenses. Effectively utilizing this data can therefore prove to
be remarkably advantageous.
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Ta¨ma¨ tutkimuspaperi ka¨sittelee ratkaisuja ja teknologioita automaattiseen tilo-
jen varausasteen ma¨a¨ritta¨miseen julkisissa rakennuksissa, kuten yliopistoissa tai
toimistoissa. Tilojen ka¨yto¨n tehostaminen voi hyo¨dytta¨a¨ organisaatiota tai yri-
tysta¨ monilla tavoin. Na¨ihin tapoihin kuuluvat muun muassa parantunut tilo-
jen ka¨ytto¨kokemus ja tyo¨n sujuvuus, seka¨ minimoidut ka¨ytta¨ma¨tto¨mien tilojen
ylla¨pitokustannukset. Lisa¨ksi tilojen ka¨ytto¨asteinformaatiota voidaan hyo¨dynta¨a¨
sa¨hko¨nkulutuksen alentamiseksi, optimoimalla LVI- ja valaistusja¨rjestelmia¨.
Ta¨ma¨n tutkimuksen tavoite on arvioida ja vertailla eri tapoja hankkia tieto ti-
lojen reaaliaikaisesta varaustilanteesta. Seka¨ laitteisto, etta¨ ohjelmisto tekija¨t on
otettu huomioon. Tapoja tutkitaan aluksi kirjallisuuskatsauksella. Ta¨ssa¨ osassa
tutkimusta vertaillaan eri teknologioita. Sopivimman ratkaisun toimintaa tutkit-
tiin myo¨s ka¨yta¨nno¨ssa¨.
Lisa¨ksi osana tutkimusta kehitettiin reaaliaikaisen varaustilanteen seuran-
taja¨rjestelma¨ hyo¨dynta¨en Philips Hue laitteita ja suositeltavia ohjelmistotek-
nologioita. Ta¨ma¨ kokeellinen tutkimusvaihe sisa¨lta¨a¨ myo¨s yleiskuvan vastaavien
ja¨rjestelmien testaamisesta ja asentamisesta. Myo¨s kolmannen osapuolen toimit-
tama ja¨rjestelma¨ asennettiin tiloihin vertailukohteeksi. Molemmat ja¨rjestelma¨t
ka¨ytta¨va¨t PIR (Passive Infrared) sensoreita. Sensorit eiva¨t ole tarkoitettu hen-
kilo¨laskentaa varten, koska se ei ollut ta¨ma¨n tutkimuksen ydintavoite.
Tilojen ka¨ytto¨datan kera¨a¨misella¨ voi lisa¨ksi olla muita, kauaskantoisia hyo¨tyja¨.
Siksi tutkimuksessa ka¨sitella¨a¨n myo¨s erilaisia tapoja hyo¨tyka¨ytta¨a¨ sita¨. Datan
arvo voi olla merkitta¨va¨ tilakustannusten ollessa merkitta¨va¨ osa yritysten kuluja.
Datan tehokas ka¨ytto¨ voi osoittautua huomattavan suotuisaksi.
Asiasanat: Langaton sensoriverkko, PIR sensorit, IoT, Tietotekniikka,
La¨sna¨olotunnistimet, tilanka¨yto¨n seuranta
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Inefficient space utilization can cause a multitude of problems. If not taken
in to account, it can at the least lead to unnecessary operating costs. On the
one hand maintaining unused workspaces alone causes ineffectual expenses,
on the other hand a workspace deficit or inefficient usage of workspaces can
hinder workflow and lead to further problems. In addition to declines in
productivity, these problems can include employee dissatisfaction, inefficient
energy usage, and security problems. [37]
Space utilization optimization can be enhanced by giving users more accu-
rate information about the current occupancy situation within the workplace.
This can improve work flow in practice by making it easier and faster to find
a free meeting room. This occupancy data can be gathered with a network of
sensors. The data can also be used to determine requirements for additional
workspaces.
Space reservation systems relying solely on user input often lead to over
estimated booking lengths. For example, if a group has an appointment
that takes approximately 30 minutes, they are likely to book a space for an
hour. If the meeting is over in 30 minutes, the space utilization is 50 %
at maximum. Additionally, the utilization percentage may be even lower,
considering the size of the group compared to the size of the reserved room.
This leads to the users paying for services they did not use, and the space
provider not being able to support as many customers as possible.
Some workspaces may allow multiple groups. If the space reservation sys-
tem is binary, i.e., a space is either free or occupied, it limits the possibilities
of space utilization. Therefore, it can also be beneficial to asses the level of
occupancy.
Scalability is one of the most important factors when reviewing technology
options. Dealing with the scalability problem requires new and innovative
technologies. The issue includes matters, such as ease of installation, protocol
8
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extensibility, and computational power of the hardware used. One example
of a solution to the growth of the internet in general is the development
of IPv6. As the IPv4 address space of around 4 billion (4 294 967 296)
32bit addresses was proving to be far too scarce, IPv6 was built to give the
internet room for growth. With 128bits used, IPv6 allows 340 undecillion,
i.e., 3.4 ∗ 1038 unique addresses to be used. This should be enough for now.
Additionally, the vast address space means that each end device and node
on the internet can be provided a unique IP address [70]. Fortunately, The
growing IoT field has a variety of turnkey solutions for space occupancy
monitoring. The available modern systems are often designed for wide scale
corporate use. The suppliers can deliver low-cost hardware with scalable,
low-energy network protocols. [33] [55]
The wide spread effects the internet has had on our lives are undeniable.
Most people in developed countries use multiple devices that access informa-
tion utilizing this extensive network, on a daily basis. IoT is the next step
in the digital age. IoT, as a whole, encompasses the vast spectrum of equip-
ment, home appliances, sensors, and industrial machines, which are, or will
soon be, connected to the internet aswell. The overall number of connected
devices is expected to grow to 50 billion by 2020 [70] [25]. By then, the
amount of IoT devices will be approximately 36 billion [62]. A large portion
of the devices will likely be sensors of varying types. Therefore, studying the
underlying technologies and specific use cases is beneficial.
1.1 Research question
The aim of this thesis and the combined experiment project is to enhance
work flow by further optimizing space utilization. We aim to find an an-
swer to the following question: What are the most suitable hardware and
software technologies for gathering real-time occupancy data within ad-hoc
workspaces, and how the gathered data can be analyzed. The factors taken
in to account are cost efficiency, privacy, reliability, low maintenance, and
accuracy.
Additionally, the goal is to give the reader an overview of the factors
associated with implementing and developing a space occupancy monitoring
WSN (Wireless Sensor Network) system.
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1.2 Research methods
The problem cases mentioned previously can be mitigated by implement-
ing a system for assessing the real-time reservation status, and the level of
occupancy within a public space. Such as system can give users feedback
according to the real-time situation within the area.
First, a literature review was carried out in order to determine the rel-
evant hardware and software technologies. The methods were selected by
researching previously studied, similar implementations. In addition to the
literature research, companies within the field were contacted to discover the
most common technologies. After taking into account relevant factors, the
most reasonable technology choice was selected. Subsequently, an experi-
ment implementation was also developed using the methods deemed most
suitable. The in-house built implementation was also compared to a turnkey
solution provided by an outside supplier. [27] [18] [53]
The focus of this paper is on detecting presence in general and minimizing
unused space. People counting is not a core focus, but is discussed concisely.
The implementation is not designed for people counting purposes.
1.3 Structure of the Thesis
This thesis is structured as follows: Chapters 2 and 3 discusses the most rel-
evant methods of space occupancy monitoring. Relevant hardware, software,
and networking technologies are discussed here generally. Factors such as
accuracy, ease of installation, and scalability are taken into account.
Chapter 4.1 discusses the environment in which the experiments were
conducted. The variety of workspaces used in the experiment, and their
characteristic features are depicted here. Additionally, other use cases for
space utilization monitoring systems are addressed in this chapter.
Chapter 4 discusses the methods used. I.e., the selected technologies are
discussed more in depth, with their respective drawbacks and benefits.
Chapter 5 describes the final implementation. Both the hardware and
software components are presented in detail. The stages of implementing
such systems and matters that should be taken into account when planning
a similar project are discussed here.
Chapter 6 includes data analysis and general evaluation of the implemen-
tation. Possible benefits are discussed in more detail here.
Chapter 6.3 is designated for further discussion on the subject and the
thesis. Possibilities provided by WSN systems of this type are explored
concisely.
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Chapter 7 comprises a conclusion of the study. It aims to give an overview
of the themes discussed and assess the usefulness of a real-time space utiliza-
tion monitoring system.
Chapter 2
Networking technologies and soft-
ware
This chapter discusses the software aspects of a occupancy monitoring sys-
tem. Firstly different topology designs relevant to WSNs are depicted. The
other addressed elements are networking protocols and software employing
varying types of topology designs. This chapter aims to give insight into the
underlying functionalities of such a system. The technologies are selected on
the basis of relevance to the subject. The software selection for backend and
frontend development is extensive, and largely up to preference. However,
this chapter aims to give resources and perspective for developers.
The selection of available network technologies and protocols for IoT so-
lutions, such as sensor networks, is growing rapidly. This growth comes from
a necessity. In 2015 the amount of devices connected to the internet was
25 billion. It is expected that in 2020 there could be around 6.5 internet-
connected devices per person. Figure 2.1 shows the explosive increase in
internet-connected devices.
12
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Figure 2.1: The rising number of internet-connected devices (adapted from
[25] and [10]).
The growth is largely due to the expansion of the IoT. Devices are often no
longer bound to a specific user. Billions of devices with specific functionalities
become parts of larger networks, such as sensor networks. This is in addition
to the fact that common home appliances are quickly becoming internet
nodes. [25]
The choice between network technologies and protocols is an important
one. This choice can largely affect both the reliability and power consumption
of a system. Power consumption of wireless sensor nodes has been effectively
reduced as technology has advanced. There are products on the market,
which offer battery lives of up to 10 years. In some cases power consump-
tion may be considered low enough to allow the use of energy harvesting
techniques, as in the case of EnOcean devices [2] [46].
Wireless sensor nodes most commonly utilise either the IEEE 802.15.4
based ZigBee or Bluetooth LE for data transfers. The data rates of WSNs
are generally minuscule. In addition to lowered power consumption, these
devices have become smaller and easier to install. New multipurpose sensor
nodes are a topic of wide spread interest, and finding the most suitable
solutions for energy management and functionality is essential. [6]
Wireless Sensor Networks are commonly built on technologies using ei-
ther a star, mesh or tree topology. The difference between the three is that
the latter two typically have multiple routes between nodes. Generally, the
remote station, i.e. a base station or a bridge is used to gather the data
from the nodes. The nodes themselves contain the necessary sensors, power
sources, micro processors, additional memory, analog to digital converters
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and transceivers. In case of a PIR sensor node, the sensing data is converted
to a digital format, stored in the external memory, and analyzed by the mi-
croprocessor. The data is then sent to the base station using the transceiver.
The transceiver can also receive commands and configurations from the base
station. [57]
2.1 Star topology networks
A star topology is arguably the simplest topology type in wireless network-
ing. A star topology network consists of a base station and nodes. The
nodes communicate with the base station with no direct inter-node interac-
tion. Wireless Sensor Network implementations that employ a star topology
have been shown to be more robust, and have higher throughput, atleast
in an outdoor environment. However, a star topology is commonly limited
by range. However, some LPWAN (low-power wide-area network) network-
ing protocols function in frequencies, which allow long range communication
between devices and base stations.
An example of a star topology is displayed in figure 2.2 [47].
Figure 2.2: Star topology [47]
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2.2 Tree topology networks
A tree topology is similar to a star topology in that each node has one route
to the base station. However a tree topology supports limited inter-node
communication. A tree topology network is an expanded version of a star
topology network, i.e., the network can be spread wider by adding further
nodes to the branches. An example of a network built using a tree topology
is displayed in figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3: Tree topology [47]
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2.3 Wireless mesh networks
A mesh network is a common multihop network topology choice for Wire-
less Sensor Networks. Distinctive features of a mesh network include a self
routing network with direct inter-node communication. Mesh networks offer
reliability by providing multiple routes between sensors. And can Addition-
ally, they can be cheaper to implement, since they generally require fewer
base stations to operate. However, multihop networks have been generally
shown to have lower throughput, and higher packet loss and delays in an
outdoor environment [57] [47].
Wirepas Mesh is mesh networking protocol. It is a good example of
mesh networking technology designed to be used in WSN’s. It is developed
by a Finnish company going by the same name. Wirepas Mesh is a self
correcting, bi-directional wireless mesh network (WMN). The goal of the
Wirepas project was to create a de-centralized radio communications protocol
that could be used on practically any device, independet of the radio chipset
type or frequency used. According to the companys tech-report [65], the
expectations have been met.
The mesh network is targeted towards IoT applications, with reliability
and scalability as core values. According to the technical overview, there is
no upper limit for the number of devices. The protocol has reportedly been
used to create a network of 700 000 smart meters in a single mesh network,
and has been proven to allow over a thousand radio transceivers per cubic
meter to work simultaneously. Sparse installations are also possible. [65]
Implementations using WM protocol have achieved high energy-efficiency.
Sensors, and data routing devices can run for years on a single battery, while
using WM. An IPv6 router with BLE radios reportedly uses only 20Iˆ1
4
A
of power. Since the devices form the network, no further infrastructure is
needed. A case study reported a public building using a single router for
a network of 50 sensors, within a public building, in this case, a shopping
center. [49] [65]
Wirepas core principles:
De-centralized
All devices are routers
Multi-gateway support
Collision free
Multi-channel
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Hardware and frequency independence
In a mesh network, the nodes function as routers. They can indepen-
dently optimized TX powers and frequency channels, aswell as select the
most reliable neighbours. Sensor data is routed to a gateway, of which there
can be many for load balancing reasons. The radio spectrum is devided in the
time and frequency domains, to ensure no collisions. The system uses syn-
chronized operations that remove communication overhead and an efficiently
shared frequency band, which lead to increased capacity and the possibility
for high device density. However, perhaps the most interesting factor in WM
is the hardware independency. It enables service providers and hardware
manufacturers to optimize for best performance across the design process.
The hardware used in the system developed for the experiment phase of
this study uses a ZigBee based mesh network. Generally, the nodes com-
municate with the base station directly but an interjacent node can repeat
signals between the base station and nodes otherwise out of reach.
Figure 2.4 shows an example of a mesh topology network.
Figure 2.4: Mesh topology [47]
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2.4 Bluetooth Low Energy
The original Bluetooth can be considered the standard for short range com-
munication between end devices. It was developed together by Ericsson,
Nokia and Intel in 1998. It was standardized under IEEE 802.15.1 in 2002.
It is currently supported by most smart phones and laptops and it has be-
come the technology of choice for almost all wireless peripherals, such as
portable audio equipment. [63] [52]
In WSN systems, Bluetooth LE is commonly the protocol utilized between
an end device and a gateway or base station. The internet connected gateway
or base station gathers the data from the sensor nodes via Bluetooth LE. The
gathered data is then accessed and analyzed by administrators over, a LAN
connection using IP routing. [52]
Bluetooth Low Energy (LE) has previously been proposed as the missing
link for wireless sensor networks. This relatively new protocol, that is also
known as a ”Smart” protocol, is a part of Bluetooth 4.0. It is a very viable
network technology for the growing IoT. BLE offers a bandwidth of circa 200
kbps, which is sufficient for most common sensor network applications. [63]
Bluetooth LE utilizes the 2.4GHz Bluetooth radio band. The new low
energy technology adaptation is compatible with devices that support Blue-
tooth 4.0. Most smart phones developed after 2011 are built with this sup-
port. Unlike the 79 channels used by regular Bluetooth, LE uses only 40
channels. With a transmit output of 10mW, it was designed to allow run-
ning a wireless sensor for at least a year on a single, approximately 200mAHr
coin cell. Further analysis of the power consumption of Bluetooth LE imple-
mentations with various modulation schemes can be found in [52]. [63]
Bluetooth LE is a competing technology to ZigBee. Bluetooth is a widely
used protocol and due to this it may become the standard for wireless sensor
networks in the future.
2.5 ZigBee
In the case of WSN’s, ZigBee is similar to Bluetooth LE in its functionality;
sensors nodes communicate with a base station that is then connected to
the internet or a Local Area Network. Although ZigBee is not a standard
commonly supported by every-day devices such as laptops and smart phones,
it is very well suited for wireless IoT devices. Therefore it is commonly
utilized in WSN systems and similar implementations [20] [69] [26] [13] [67].
ZigBee is based on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. Its advantages include
low cost hardware, high reliability and low complexity. However, zigbee is
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restricted by its communication capacity and, in the case of WSNs, it is also
limited by the computation power of the nodes. The latter is naturally not
a fault of ZigBee itself, but it does introduce problems. The aforementioned
restrictions make using conventional security measures difficult. Methods,
such as public key cryptography are not well suited for ZigBee WSN systems.
The security limitations of ZigBee, and WSNs in general are a real prob-
lem. In the medical field, for example, private patient data gathered by
sensors may be in jeopardy. [48] and [50] discuss security threats of ZigBee
and platforms that use it as their main network protocol.
2.6 5G
5G is the new generation of cellular networks. The standardization of its ap-
plication support requirements is on-going at the Association Project Third
Generation (3GPP). Device-to-device or Machine-to-machine communication
is one of the applications that will likely have a substantial impact on WSN
systems. [32]
5G will likely allow easier implementation of city wide networks of IoT sys-
tems affecting water supply and public safety systems. Studies of simulated
WSNs with early versions of 5G networks and different routing protocols
have already been done in [30]. [32]
Fully IP-based networking using 5G would simplify development of WSN
systems significantly.
2.7 EnOcean
EnOcean is a German networking technology that has a growing userbase in
Europe and the rest of the world. With innovative energy harvesting methods
as its core objectives, EnOcean stands out as a significant competitor to
technologies such as ZigBee. The harvesting methods include kinetic and
ambient light energy harvesting. EnOcean is described as an ultra-low-power
wireless communication technology. During the preliminary review phase
EnOcean was one of the top choices. However, finding a supplier proved yet
problematic. [29]
Developers of EnOcean had to make specific design choices to achieve
the inherent ultra low energy usage. Firstly, the messages are formated to be
extremely short. Other choices deemed necessary, but reasonable include not
implementing message acknowledgements or access regulation methods such
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as Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA). The two aforementioned factors
can lead to increased message collisions and transmission errors. [29]
The drawbacks are combated by sending each message multiple times.
The collision rate was determined to be 11% for 20 devices, each sending
messages with one second intervals. Due to the method of repeating mes-
sages, a success probability of 99% was calculated, which can be expected to
be enough for non critical systems. [29] [46]
2.8 LPWAN
LPWAN stands for low-power wide-area network. SigFox, and other similar
technologies, such as LoRa, INGENU and TELENSA, offer a wide area cov-
erage for Wireless Sensor Networks and other similar, low energy systems.
The data is sent straight to a remote base station and server. This means
that the client only needs to locally install sensor nodes. This lowers instal-
lation overhead and simplifies the installation process significantly. However,
they are limited by relatively high delays and a low number of messages. A
SigFox node, for example, is limited to 140 messages per day. In the use case
of space utilization monitoring however, the delays are insignificant. [41]
LPWAN devices commonly send data in ultra-narrow, sub-GHz carrier
band to a remote base station. The data can then be pulled from the cloud
and accessed by administrators. [41]
2.9 Software
A WSN systems software generally encompasses the firmware for the hard-
ware, a database solution for the data gathered, software for visualizing
the data, and software for controlling the hardware, i.e., a controller. The
firmwares of systems used in this study were proprietary and were not mod-
ified during the study. The controller generally includes a backend and a
user interace (UI). A status page displaying the real-time reservation status
of rooms is a significant part of the UI. Additionally, a database for storing
the sensor systems configurations and other system specific information is
a relevant part of the controller backend. The implementation discussed in
chapter 5 incldues further descriptions of the selected software components.
The database choice for the sensor data is an important one. For time
related data, such as space usage data, a time series database (TSDB) is
the most obvious choice. Time series databases are optimized for handling
time series data, i.e., data points indexed by time. [66] describes time series
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databases as follows: ”Time series database is a set of time series, each of
which is an order list of real values measured at equal intervals.”. In the case
of this study, the time series data consists of presence measurements. The
systems periodically stores the presence state received from each sensor. This
state describes either that presence was recently detected (1) or presence was
not recently detected (0). [24]
There are currently many TSDB alternatives for developers, such as In-
fluxDB, Druid, TimescaleDB, Cube Prometheus and Graphite. InfluxDB
has the most active community, and is the most popular MIT lisenced open
source TSDB available, according to the current amount of stars and forks
on GitHub. [24]
Telegraf and MQTT are good choices of brokers for the data. A broker,
in this context, describes the tool that handles gathering the data from the
sensor system to the InfluxDB, or other similar database. Telegraf is devel-
oped by influxdata, and is likely the best match with InfluxDB. Grafana and
Chronograf are both compatible with InfluxDB. Chronograf is developed by
influxdata, however, the more comprehensive functionalities of Grafana may
make it a more suitable alternative in some cases. [24] [3] [23] [17] [22]
The development of the controller software included choices of technol-
ogy for both the frontend and backend. JavaScript (JS) stands as the most
used programming language according to many GitHub metrics [16]. These
can be considered to represent the demand and availability of information
concerning the language. Therefore, technologies that utilize or are built
on JavaScript are safe and reasonable alternatives. For backend develop-
ment the popular Node.JS is a sensible choice, although there are a wide
array of options available. For the configuration data, authentication system
and other system relevant information, a non relational database, such as
the open source MongoDB is a reasonable solution. Alternatively, another
non relational database, such as Cassandra or a relational database, such as
MariaDB could have been used. [36]
When developing a control panel frontend for administrators, simplicity
and functionality is key. Technology choices are therefore mostly up to pref-
erence. However, due to the popularity of JS, the React library was used
to improve the interactive UI. React allows efficient UI updates according to
state changes, which can be usefull in many cases. [16] [40] [14] [15]
2.10 Conclusion
The most widely used and optimal networking technologies were determined
to be ZigBee and LBE. They present adequate data transfer rates and are
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optimized for low energy communications. ZigBee and Bluetooth are both
continuously developed and comprehensively studied. They have a significant
representation in WSN systems overall. They are reliable and handle transfer
errors well. LBE could have easily been chosen as the transfer protocol
instead of ZigBee, if suitable hardware were as easily available.
Additionally, the emergence of 5G presents promising implications. LP-
WAN technologies were also considered as prominent choices due to the ease
of installation of LPWAN sensor systems. The justifications behind these
choices are discussed in detail in chapter 5.
There is a multitude of software solutions available for developing systems
around existing hardware. The most notable choices were the selection of the
data broker telegraf and the TSDB InfluxDB. Both function as intended and
are configurable for specific cases. InfluxDB has a relatively large userbase
and good documentation. Software aspects and best practices evolve rapidly
and it is advisable to do further research before beginning a similar project
in the future.
Chapter 3
Relevant hardware solutions
This chapter discusses hardware methods of detecting people and movement
in an environment. In the scope of this study, the detection is done in order
to collect occupancy data for workspaces and convey the real-time reserva-
tion status to users. The detection can be executed using a multitude of
technologies, such as PIR sensors, depth sensors or standard cameras utiliz-
ing machine vision techniques. The technologies are selected based on their
prevalence in the field. [34]
The most prominent methods continuously observe the space itself. Ob-
serving people flow through passageways can be implemented with relatively
high accuracy [35]. However, a single miscalculation leads to the system
having false information of the actual reservation status within the space in
question. This means that further sensors would be required to oversee and
correct the reservation infromation. This study aims to present a solution
for assessing real-time reservation status of a workspace, and giving reli-
able information on whether a room or workspace currently has occupants.
Therefore, counting people flow was deemed an unsuitable method.
Some implementations use different sensor types in unison to achieve
higher accuracy. This is a promising and logical approach to the problem.
Studies have been done on sensor fusion and some hardware providers already
have solutions that implement forms of sensor fusion. The battle for the best
hardware solutions is on-going. During the study, multiple companies within
the field were contacted. The selection of hardware solutions is wide and
many companies also provide software for data visualization and analysis, in
addition to the hardware. [9] [68] [12] [31] [4]
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3.1 Passive infrared sensors
A PIR sensor passively observes the space in front of it. It is activated when
an object that has a different temperature than the environment is moving
in its’ field of vision. PIR sensors function by detecting miniscule voltage
changes caused in the wiring by this by movement. Contrary to many other
directional sensing systems PIR sensors do not need daylight or an additional
signal emitting from the target. [8]
PIR sensors also have very low energy consumption. This is due to them
only being activated when movement is detected. This advantage has been
utilized to minimize electricity and memory space usage of a security system
[8]. Most of the PIR sensors available have battery lives measured in years.
This leads to low maintenance overhead caused by the hardware.
Generally, PIR sensors are described to have a range of 10 meters and a
field of vision of 110◦, which is enough to cover most office rooms. However,
their accuracy diminishes at high ranges. [1]
During the review phase of the study, it was concluded that PIR sensors
are the standard for presence monitoring within the industry. PIR sensors
are cost efficient and sufficiently accurate. The cost of sensors considered
during the review phase were under 50 euros. PIR sensors have been used
to implement power saving solutions and intrusion detection systems [18]
[53]. PIR sensors have also been used in fusion with other sensor types,
including ultrasonic sensors [4]. Using multiple PIR sensors can also give
approximations for people count and location within an area. [27]
3.2 Signal detection
Detecting signals, such as those emitted by Wi-Fi or Bluetooth devices is
a functional way of detecting presence. Carry-on bluetooth tags are one
implementation method. Mobile phones with Bluetooth turned on can also
be used for this purpose. However, these solutions bring variables that are
user specific and not always controllable or they require additional hardware.
Utilizing bluetooth beaconing for indoor user localization has been stud-
ied, and is a relevant method in some use cases [11]. Using Wi-Fi signal
strength for assessing the location of devices within a space has been studied
aswell. In [58], researchers were able to achieve accuracies of over 85% using
Wi-Fi signals, with no additional hardware. In the same study it was stated
that similar methods applied to Bluetooth signals achieved accuracies of over
96%. These results indicate that accuracy is not a concern.
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3.3 Depth sensors and radar systems
A depth sensor measures the distance between itself and objects in its field of
vision. I.e., a signal is sent and the propagation times of the reflecting signal
are analyzed. Even though PIR still seems to be the hardware standard
among suppliers within the industry, depth sensors have also been studied as
tools for people detection. Using multiple overhead depth sensors and depth
sensors alongside cameras have been studied with promising results [64] [12].
Radar systems function in similar way. A signal (ultrasound or electro-
magnetic radiation) is sent and the reflection times are analyzed to gain
information about objects around the sensor. Technologies include pulse-
Doppler radars, which inspects the targets velocity. In [9], researchers used
RGB-Depth (RGB-D) sensors alongside radar systems to detect fall acci-
dents in elderly people. The transmit powers of common radar systems are
low enough to not be dangerous to humans. The transmit powers are com-
parable to those of Wi-Fi routers. This, however, also means that the power
consumption is commonly too high for low maintenance battery-powered
systems. [9]
Both the systems present no privacy concerns. For RGB-D sensors, if the
sensors depth data is used exclusively, the system is completely anonymous.
Depth and radar sensing are also not affected by changes in lighting. [9]
3.4 Cameras
An RGB camera is essentially a standard camera. RGB cameras are arguably
the most cost efficient way of accurately detecting movement and counting
people. A single camera can be used to count people with high accuracy [5].
RGB cameras have even been used to detect the heart rate of multiple people
in their field of vision [38].
RGB camera systems may require tuning due to changes in light levels
in the observed area. Although perhaps the most accurate way to detect
movement if well adjusted, they can present privacy concerns. This was also
the reason why cameras were not chosen as the solution for the implementa-
tion developed during this study. Installing cameras to the work spaces was
deemed unreasonable.
However, privacy conscious solutions for human detection have been de-
veloped. One solution uses low resolution video, as in [34]. In [7], video feed
was analyzed by splitting crowds into segments. A Gaussian process was
then used to estimate the people count in a segment. In [45], researchers
used Microsoft Kinect hardware and attachable 3D printed ”privacy optics”
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to blur out the image, while retaining the ability to do motion tracking with
the hardware. With the aforementioned method, anonymity is achieved be-
fore any data is stored. Other privacy conscious solutions have also been
studied. [56]
However, cameras may not always be suitable. Even if the underlying
technology guarantees anonymity, it can be seen as questionable to install
cameras in some environments.
3.5 Sound sensors
Detecting occupancy levels with sound alone is problematic, due to false
positives caused by bypassers. This was especially true for this project, since
in the experiment environment it was ruled that the doors are to be left
open if the space is not occupied. Additionally, a person working alone in a
workspace may not cause sound for long periods of time. Overall, the method
was considered improbable to work alone. [19]
Background noises can be enough to cause false positives in presence de-
tection. Additionally, a person working alone may sit quietly enough to not
allow using a higher volume threshold for determining occupancy. Even small
movements may not provide enough sound to determine presence accurately.
Thus, using other sensors is likely generally a better option even when move-
ments are infrequent. However, using sound to detect context-dependent
events and classifying sounds has been studied in [19] and [54].
Sound sensors can still be usefull. The cost of a microphone is in the range
of a few euros. Although using sound alone can be less than effective without
high quality context analysis, using sound in addition to e.g., a PIR sensor
can provide additional accuracy. The Yanzi motion+ sensors, for example,
are equiped with a sound pressure sensor and a PIR sensor [68]. Using sound
together with PIR has also been studied in [44]. [28]
3.6 Conclusion
For the purposes of this study, PIR was selected as the hardware method. It
can be considered the most suitable hardware method for purely assessing the
state of presence within a space. The accuracy of these sensors was deemend
satisfactory. Although small movements are not always detected, the reser-
vation status of a room can be assessed on a satisfactory level using a longer
observing window. Even a single sensor provided adequate accuracy. In or-
der to improve the accuracy and reliability of the sensor system, installing
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multiple sensors per room should be considered. Using sensor fusion is also
a reasonable next step. PIR sensors are widely available and require little
maintenance, due to low energy consumption. The justifications behind this
choice are discussed in detail in chapter 5.
Cameras are likely the most accurate method, but they unfortunately
bring forth security and privacy issues. Due to these issues, they were deemed
unsuitable for this project. Further examining the use of RGB cameras con-
sidering privacy would be beneficial. Other methods had their own consid-
erable drawbacks. Radar systems were deemed impractical due to energy
consumption. Counting people flow was deemed impractical for the purpose
of detecting presence. Sound sensors were deemed to be error prone when
used for presence detection, however utilizing them in unison with other sen-
sors could provide additional accuracy.
Chapter 4
Environment and methods
This chapter covers the experiment environment and methods selected for the
final implementation and the reasons for choosing them. Both the hardware
and software choices are covered here.
A low energy, wireless sensor network (WSN) of presence sensors was
used to gather occupancy data. The selected sensing method was PIR, due
to privacy and accuracy factors. WSN systems are at the core of the growing
Internet of Things (IoT). One sensor was installed in each ad-hoc workspace.
[62]
4.1 Experiment environment
This section describes the experiment environment and factors related to
different space types. The experiments were done within the Aalto University
School of Science. The subjet rooms were ad-hoc rooms of varying sizes.
Additionally, other environments and workspaces that may be relevant in
similar cases are discussed concisely.
4.1.1 Experiment rooms
The implemented solution was put to test in five ad-hoc work spaces at
Aalto University. An ad-hoc room is a workspace that can not be reserved
in advance. A space is reserved simply by walking in to an empty room. The
rooms included three smaller rooms with seating for only a few people, with
facilities comprising of a sofa and two stools. Other rooms inlcuded more
typical facilities: a large table in the center, with 6-8 chairs around it.
Figure 4.1 depicts the floor plans for each room. Their sizing is close
to the relative sizes between the rooms. Additionally, the positioning and
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direction of sensors in each room is depicted by a black rectangle and outward
stretching circular lines presenting the direction of the sensor’s vision.
Figure 4.1: This figure shows the floorplan of each room and the positioning
of sensors.
The smaller rooms have a disadvantage in that they commonly have fewer
occupants. The room is thus expected to have less movement within, as
implied by the results discussed in 6. However, since the room is smaller,
the people inside are more likely to be closer to the sensors. This leads to a
higher probability of movements being detected by the PIR sensors.
4.1.2 Other relevant environments
Standard pre-reservable offices and meeting rooms receive lesser practical
benefits from space occupancy monitoring. Since these spaces are reserved
beforehand and the reservation status is determined by those reservations, it
is not as beneficial to the users to know the real-time circumstances within
the work space. However, meeting lengths can not be perfectly predicted
and overbooking, i.e. reserving a longer time frame than likely necessary, is
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a real problem. The effects of overbooking include diminished efficiency in
space utilization. Inquiring the reserver whether they would like to end their
reservation prematurely, according to the real-time status of the room, could
be a way to mitigate this problem. Such an inquiry could relatively easily be
implemented in to existing reservation software, utilizing the data gathered
by a real-time space occupancy monitoring WSN system.
Mobile work stations are similar in practice to the ad-hoc rooms. They are
intended to be used in a ”first come first served” manner, i.e. a workstation
is reserved by sitting down. Mobile work stations can be described as larger
tables with multiple computers available for any employee. These areas often
have constant traffic and people moving around. Multiple service providers
in the industry present solutions for these kinds of workstations during the
review phase. These solutions commonly included PIR sensor attached under
the table at each work station.
4.2 Selected hardware methods
During the technology review phase discussed in chapter 3, multiple different
hardware technologies for assessing space occupancy were considered. These
methods include RGB cameras, sound sensors, doorway laser sensors, PIR
sensors, signal detecting methods, and radar systems.
Ultimately, a network of Passive Infrared Sensors (PIR) were selected for
assessing the level of occupancy in the experiment environments. PIR sen-
sors are energy efficient and provide sufficiently accurate information. They
are also the most common solution for companies working on space occu-
pancy monitoring, as established during the review phase of this study. Two
technology providers were selected for comparison. One sensor from each
provider was used per room. Philips HUE system was selected as the hard-
ware for the inhouse built solution. The Philips’ HUE family of products
have an extensive userbase and widescale availability. Additionally, they are
relatively cheap and easy to install and provide an open API for develop-
ers. Reference hardware and software were provided by third parties for the
turnkey solution. [43] [42]
In addition to the Hue sensors, Hue bulbs were installed outside the rooms
in question. The bulbs were programmed to change their color according to
the current reservation status of the room. Figures 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 dis-
play the Philips Hue sensors, bridges and bulbs used in the implementation,
respectively. Figure 4.5 displays the reference systems sensors. The final
hardware implementation is described in detail in section 5.1.
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Figure 4.2: Philips Hue, Motion sensor (046677473389) [42]
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Figure 4.3: Philips Hue, Bridge (046677458478) [42]
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Figure 4.4: Philips Hue, E27 White and color ambiance bulb
(8718696592984) [42]
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Figure 4.5: Sensors used in the reference system.
The Philips Hue family is not problem free, however. The most cru-
cial hindrance of the Hue system are its security flaws. The only password
dependent security measure shielding the system from abuse is a password
protected WiFi network. In addition to this, each bridge will have a list of
users with a 40 character username that must be used as an URL parameter
when sending commands to the bridge and further to the sensors. However,
these usernames can be generated if the IP of the system is known.
A Philips HUE system may also be compromised by adding a malicious
lamp within reach of the network, giving an attacker control of the lights,
and possibly making the attached bridge a part of a bot network, as shown
in [51]. The bridges in this implementation are therefore connected to a
separate Local Area Network (LAN) and not connected to the internet. This
will prevent the largest threats of such attacks and is advicable. However,
malicious lamps may still be able to reach other HUE systems with their
ZigBee messages. Results from simulations done in [51] argue that 15,000
randomly located lamps in an area the size of Paris could be enough for one
malicious lamp to infect them all.
Using Yanzi hardware was a part of the objectives, but problems with
vendors in addition to the limited time frame lead to them being left out of
the experiment, unfortunately. Yanzi uses pure IPv6 communications with
security as one of their main cornerstones of development. For future work,
it is advisable to lean towards Yanzi over Philips HUE in its current state.
[50] [51] [44] [68]
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4.3 Selected software methods
The software was developed utilizing the open API of the Philips HUE sys-
tem. The Philips Hue system is built with developers in mind, and there is
a rather extensive user base. Due to this, a considerable amount of informa-
tion is available online. Hue hardware employs ZigBee networking, which is
a very suitable technology for a WSN implementation. [43]
The selected software solutions, most relevant libraries and tools were
chosen according to factors stated in section 2.
The developed software system consists of the following parts:
Controller UI: React, HTML
Controller backend: Node.js, MongoDB
Data broker: Telegraf
Database for sensor data: InfluxDB
Data visualization: Grafana
The software implementation as a whole and its functionalities are de-
scribed in detail in section 5.2. Additionally, some usage examples are de-
picted there. The development process is also described concisely.
Chapter 5
Implementation
This chapter explains the final implementation that was used for the data
collection. Both the hardware and software implementations are discussed
in detail. The data acquired is reviewed and analyzed in chapter 6.
5.1 Hardware
This section describes the process of implementing the hardware components
used in the experiment part of this study. Hardware specific features are
discussed further and in depth.
The in-house implementations hardware consisted of a Philips Hue Bridge,
five Philips Hue Motion Sensors, and five Philips Hue Bulbs. The compara-
tive, turnkey system used ready to install sensor hardware. Figure 5.1 shows
the bulbs installed outside the rooms. The bulbs in question require an E27
socket. [42]
Figure 5.1: Bulbs installed outside the rooms which were selected as the
experiment environment.
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When selecting the colors it is advisable to consider the distinctiveness
of the colors. A person with deuteranopia, i.e. red-green color blindness, for
example, may have problems discerning the colors. For the red and green
colors, we used hue values of 65280 and 25500, respectively. A hue variable
can be passed to the bulbs in a HTTP message to adjust the color. It was
determined that the green, i.e. the value 25500 was easily distinguishable,
but the red, value 65280 was not optimal. Making it a brighter shade of red
was adviced by a person with deuteranopia. Information on selecting color
schemes with attention to this factor can be found in [60], [60] and [21]
The sensor hardware used was small and compact. The reference system’s
presence sensors are comparable to a typical roof attachable fire alarm, with
a circumference of approximately 8 centimeters. The Philips Hue presence
sensors measure at 55 mm vertically and and horizontally, and have a height
of 20 mm [42]. The Philips Hue bridge measures at approximately 9 cm
vertically and horizontally, and has a height of approximately 2,5 cm [42].
All of the devices are light but sturdy and easy to handle.
The Philips Hue bridge has two connections: a power input and a network
cable connection for an RJ-45 cable. The included power adapter has the
following specifications: 100-240V AC / 50-60Hz, output voltage: 5 V DC
600mA, standby power: 0.1 W max. The device itself has a maximum power
consumption of 250mA. A 1 meter long ethernet cable is also included in the
package.
Installing the reference hardware supplier’s sensors is extremely straight
forward. The sensors can be attached with velcro, or with screws straight
to the wall. The company also supplies the client with mounts, that make
installing the hardware in room corners easier. In the experiment implemen-
tation the sensors were installed in the corner of each room, at a height of
approximately 1.5 - 2 meters.
As the reference system’s sensors are directly connected to external base
stations using LPWAN networking technology, no additional user installed
bridges or base stations are needed. However, in some cases signal propa-
gation may be prevented by strong structures. In such a case an additional
repeater can be added. The repeater strengthens the signal between the
sensors and the external base stations.
The Philips sensors were attached similarly to the reference hardware
ones. The attachment was done as close to the comparative hardware as
possible, to minimize biased results. The Hue sensors are distributed with
a wall mount of their own. The wall mount is a simple round stub, with
one screw hole and a magnet. The sensors are then attached to the magnet,
and can be easily removed if needed. The extremely easy removal of the
sensor from their mount presents an increased risk of theft in public spaces,
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however. [42]
A philips Hue Bridge was installed in a server room, as close to the center
of the sensors as possible. The distance between the bridge and the furthest
sensor was under 30m. In cases where the range would not be enough, an
additional Hue bulb can act as a repeater when attached between the problem
light and the bridge. It was recognized, that a stairway with thick concrete
walls was enough to prevent communication between a sensor or a light and
the bridge. However, the signal was able to penetrate thinner inner walls and
floors without problems. Planning the positioning of the bridge accordingly
is thus reasonable, in order to avoid additional hardware costs. [42]
Adding new sensors to the system requires the user to pull a plastic cover
from the sensor which results in the battery being plugged in. The sensor
can then be detected by pressing the ”Scan” button in the control panel,
and after a while using either the ”All sensors” or the ”New sensors” button
(shown in figure 5.3) to find the attached sensors. The procedures of adding
a new Hue bulb to the system are equivalent, except instead of plugging in
a battery, the bulb must be screwed in to a E27 socket. Additionally, the
user is required to use the buttons refering to lights. Further software related
functionalities are described in section 5.2.
5.2 Software
This section describes the software implementation developed for the system.
The software can be used to control the Philips Hue Hardware and for vi-
sualizing the gathered data. Figure 5.2 displays the system and its software
components. The code can be accessed at [61].
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Figure 5.2: Concept map of the system with all its software components and
their relations.
It is rational to approach understanding the system by describing what
happens to the sensor data. We will do this by looking at figure 5.2. On the
left side of figure 5.2 we have the sensors. They gather presence data, which
is in boolean form, i.e., true or false. A true state for one sensor implies,
that the sensor has detected movement, i.e., there has been a moving heat
signature in front of the sensor within the last few seconds. If no movement
is detected in approximately 5-15 seconds, the state of the sensors’ presence
value is returned to false, i.e., no presence is detected. The bridge gathers
this data via ZigBee messages from all the sensors. The state of all the
sensors associated with the bridge can then be queried from the bridge.
The bridge is connected to a LAN and can send and receive HTTP mes-
sages. Interactions with the sensors happen invariably via the bridge. There
are two system components that send and receive messages from the bridge.
Firstly, Telegraf [23] acts as the agent that periodically collect the presence
state of each sensor via the bridge, and reports, i.e., stores the data to an
InfluxDB instance. A five second interval was used in this implementation.
Secondly, the controller manages the settings and configurations of the sen-
sor system. The configuration files of each bridge and associated sensors and
bulbs are stored in the MongoDB as backups. The controller’s frontend, i.e.,
the control panel, is the user interface (UI) for managing these configura-
tions. The frontend consists of three parts. A control panel for managing
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preferences and configurations, a status page for displaying current occu-
pancy status of each room, and a data visualization dashboard built using
Grafana [17]. The control panel is displayed in figure 5.3. Figure 5.4 displays
the status page. Some examples of how occupancy data can be displayed
using Grafana can be seen in figure 5.5.
Figure 5.3: The control panel is part of the UI. It is used for managing the
configurations of the system.
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Figure 5.4: The status page displays the current reservation status of each
room.
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Figure 5.5: Visualizing presence data with Grafana.
The networking configurations between the different hardware compo-
nents (For the hardware used, this means communications between a Hue
Bridge and Hue sensors) are proprietary and were not adjusted in any way.
The technologies used in the experiment phase of this study implement differ-
ent networking methods for their inter-device networking. The Philips Hue
system builds a short range, ZigBee based network, where all the sensors
communicate with a locally installed bridge, which has a wired LAN con-
nection. The Hue WSN nodes can work as extenders, thus creating a mesh
network, with nodes essentially forwarding messages from the base station
to other nodes. The reference sensors from the outside supplier use a Low
Power Wide Area Network technology (LPWAN), that is considered a star
topology network. [41]
5.2.1 Control panel
The control panel (figure 5.3) is a part of the developed front end. It was
built using React and HTML. The control panel is essentially an UI for
managing the Hue hardware’s configurations and the variables that control
the lights and status page. The former includes configurations, such as the
name of a bridge, sensor or light, and the sensitivity of a sensor. The latter
variables include a ”5s measurement count”, i.e. the windows size. If the ”5s
measurement count” is set to, 60, the window size will be 5 minutes. There
are separate variables for the light management and status page, although
they will not commonly differ. Additionally, a room scheme was created,
that included information on the facilities and capacity of a given room.
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The system uses the name of a sensor and light to connect them. I.e., the
name of a light bulb must match the relevant sensor’s name for the system
to adjust the color of the right bulb. During the experiment, the name or
code of a room, i.e. ”B216” was used as the name for the sensor and light
installed in the room.
5.2.2 Status page
The room status page (figure 5.4) (also referred to as ”map status page”)
is built using the same technologies as the control panel UI. The status
page’s functionalities are straightforward. When on the page, the backend is
periodically queried for the status of each room, which is determined by data
retrieved from the InfluxDB instance. The behaviour, i.e. the window size
and sensitivity of status changes is based on the ”Map status variables” shown
in figure 5.3 and discussed in the previous section, section 5.2.1. Creating an
API for the current reservation status was one of the main objectives. The
status information can then be displayed in other reservation systems, such
as mobile applications, as needed.
A user visiting the status page has the ability to request further informa-
tion about the room, by pressing the ”Room info” button, shown in 5.4. This
information currently comprises the rooms seating and facility information.
Additional information about rooms could be added.
5.2.3 Grafana, InfluxDB and Telegraf
Grafana has direct support for InfluxDB and is a great tool for visualizing
and analyzing large data sets [17] [24]. InfluxDB can be added as a data
source, and the contents of the database can then be visualized, according to
user created queries. A dashboard can be saved with desired query results
visualized with a variety of graph types. In the software implementation,
grafana was used as is. I.e., the grafana dashboard was displayed on its own
default page and it was running on a different port to the rest of the frontend.
A grafana dashboard can also be displayed in an iframe on a website. This
can be considered more userfriendly, and a cleaner solution.
Grafana queries the InfluxDB for current and historical presence data.
InfluxDB can be queried directly from the dashboard, and drawing different
graphs is made simple. InfluxDB is queried in a similar fashion to many sql
databases. I.e., the query is built in the form showin in listing 5.1. It is
naturally essential to handle backups for the gathered data when going into
production. [24]
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Listing 5.1: Basic query format for InfluxDB
SELECT < f i e l d k e y >[,< f i e l d k e y >,<tag key >]
FROM <measurement name>[,<measurement name>]
Some further examples of grafana and InfluxDB usage are depicted in
listings 5.2 and 5.3. Listing 5.2 depicts an example of an hourly average
queried by first grouping in 5 minute segment maximum values and then by
one hour segments. Listing 5.3 is an example of a continuous query.
Listing 5.2: Hourly average of ”state presence” values grouped by 5 minutes
SELECT mean(”max”)
FROM (
SELECT max(” s t a t e p r e s e n c e ”)
FROM ” http ”
WHERE $ t i m e F i l t e r AND (”name” = ’B216 ’ )
GROUP BY time (5m) )
WHERE $ t i m e F i l t e r
GROUP BY time (1h)
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Listing 5.3: An example of a continuous query. This is used to group larger
data segments into smaller portions. This query groups 5 second booleans
called ”state presence” into 5 minute segments with the maximum of said
key’s values. Continuous queries create a dataset of their own in to the
database, that can later be queried.
CREATE CONTINUOUS QUERY presence 5min
ON t e s t
BEGIN
SELECT max(” s t a t e p r e s e n c e ”) AS ” presence 5min ”
INTO presence 5min
FROM http GROUP BY time (5m) , ”name”
END
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Below are some listings (5.4 and 5.5) of queries used in the Grafana
dashboard.
Listing 5.4: Selecting the average reservation status from the previous hour
with a 5 minute window, for a room named B216.
SELECT mean(”max”)
FROM (
SELECT max(” s t a t e p r e s e n c e ”)
FROM ” http ”
WHERE (”name” = ’ B216 ’ ) AND ( time > now ( ) − 1h)
GROUP BY time (5m)
f i l l ( n u l l )
)
Listing 5.5: Daily averages for the hours between 8-15, after 2018-12-12.
SELECT f i r s t (”mean”)
FROM (
SELECT mean(” presence 1h mean ”)
FROM ” presence 1h mean ”
WHERE time > ’2018−12−12T08 : 5 9 : 0 0 Z ’ GROUP BY time (6h , 9 h ) )
WHERE time > ’2018−12−12T08 : 5 9 : 0 0 Z ’
GROUP BY time (1d , 7 h ) , ”name”
Telegraf was used as the data broker between the Hue bridge and In-
fluxDB [23]. The broker periodically requested the status of each sensor via
HTTP requests. A simplified example of the telegraf config file that was used
can be found in appendix A. The state presence variable was not posted to
InfluxDB without using the converter processor to convert it into an integer.
This caused further complications, due to which attempts to query for all the
sensors via one URL were unsuccessful. Currently the telegraf configuration
file uses direct URLs for each sensor, depicted by its’ ID. For further work,
improving this would slightly simplify the configuration process, when adding
sensors. Additionally, the telegraf configuration could be implemented as a
funtionality in the control panel.
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5.2.4 Backend
The backend was developed with Node.js. It includes functions for both
communicating with the Hue Bridge via HTTP requests and querying data
from the InfluxDB instance. The queried data can then be displayed in the
frontend, or forwarded to other external systems.
Huejay npm package’s discover() function was used to implement the
NUPNP search for finding bridges in the LAN [59]. There are other node
npm packages available aswell, but they were not used in the project [43].
The npm package called influx is used for connecting to the InfluxDB instance
from the backend [39]. An example of setting up the InfluxDB connection
for this specific case can be found in listing 5.6.
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Listing 5.6: Example of setting up an InfluxDB instance in the Node.js back-
end using the influx npm package
// Set up an InfluxDB in s tance
const i n f l u x = new I n f l u x . InfluxDB ({
host : ’<INFLUXDB IP ADDRESS>:<INFLUXDB PORT> ’ ,
database : ’<DBNAME> ’ ,
schema : [
{
measurement : ’ http ’ ,
f i e l d s : {
’ s t a t e p r e s e n c e ’ : I n f l u x . FieldType .INTEGER
} ,
tags : [
’name ’
]
}
]
})
// Check that the InfluxDB database ’<DBNAME>’ e x i s t s .
// I f i t doesn ’ t , c r e a t e one by the same name .
i n f l u x . getDatabaseNames ( )
. then ( names => {
i f ( ! names . i n c l u d e s ( ’<DBNAME> ’)) {
r e turn i n f l u x . createDatabase ( ’<DBNAME> ’ ) ;
}
} ) . catch ( e r r => {
conso l e . e r r o r ( ’ Error c r e a t i n g influxDB ! ’ )
})
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The following, listing 5.7, is an example query to InfluxDB using Node.js,
and the influx instance created previously in listing 5.6.
Listing 5.7: Example of a InfluxDB query using the influx npm package in
Node.js
i n f l u x . query (
‘
SELECT ” s t a t e p r e s e n c e ” ,”name” ,” u r l ” FROM http
GROUP BY ”name”
ORDER BY time DESC
LIMIT ${measurementCount}
‘
)
. then ( r e s u l t => {
conso l e . l og ( r e s u l t ) ;
}
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The backend uses a JSON Web Token (JWT) based authentication scheme
for access control in the control panel. The room status page, however, re-
quires no authentication and it is designed to be available to all users. The
API end points relevant to the control panel require authentication aswell.
The API includes functions that handle data queries from InfluxDB (as
seen in listing 5.7), aswell as status requests and configuration file requests
to the Hue bridge. The configuration files can be stored in a MongoDB
instance, if desireable. Additionally, the MongoDB instance includes an im-
plementation for setting up rooms. The rooms can be managed with their
own functions, and are designed to include information about the room fa-
cilities. The API also includes functions that change the configurations for
the sensors, light bulbs or bridges themselves. The aforementioned functions
can be called via the Control Panel frontend by authenticated users. The
control panel is discussed in detail in section 5.2.1.
The backend includes models for users, bridges and rooms. The user
model includes a username and a password only, and is designed for admin-
istratorion purposes. The bridge model includes the bridges username used
for calls to the bridge’s API. It also includes the name, id and ip of the
bridge. Additionally, the sensors and lights associated with the bridge, and
their configs can be stored under a bridge item. The room model includes the
name of the room, which should match the name of the sensor and possible
light bulb associated with it. Additionally, a room has information about
the number of seats and the types of facilities available.
The backend is built together with the React frontend and they can be
run simultaneously [14] [15]. Requests from the frontend, i.e. the client are
proxied to the backend, which runs on a separate port. Therefore, allowing
API connections from external sources requires opening the backend port,
i.e. 3001. The frontend runs on port 3000 by default.
Chapter 6
Results and evaluation
This chapter includes analysis of the gathered data and evaluation of the
implemented systems. The raw data discussed consists of presence data
gathered by the sensors and aggregated into the InfluxDB instance with
telegraf. The system evaluation includes overall assessment of the system
developed during this study and comparisons to the turnkey reference system.
The system was evaluated by determining if the reservation status as-
sessments made by the sensors and displayed by the system were correct.
This was done by human monitoring. I.e., a person walked periodically past
each room, inspected whether they were actually occupied or not and noted
the status of the monitoring system for the given room. Additionally, the
amount of people in the room was inspected through windows between the
corridor and the room.
6.1 Data analysis
We gathered data on the functionality of the real-time space occupancy mon-
itoring system for approximately a month. The raw data is in boolean form.
It is aggregated in to the database with five second intervals. Each datapoint
is associated with one sensor, and is either a one or a zero. A one represents
a state where the sensor has detected movement within the last few seconds
(approximately 5-15s). A zero represents a state where the sensor has not
detected any movement within a similar time period.
This data was then used to assess the real-time space occupancy status.
The status was determined by looking at the max presence value in a time
frame of a given length. If movement was detected within this time frame,
the space was determined to be in use. Additionally, the data was used
to calculate historical utilization percentages. For this, we calculated the
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System Correct False Free (f) Occupied (f)
IS 89% 11% 6% 5%
RS 80% 20% 15% 5%
Table 6.1: The accuracy of the systems. It displays the percentages of correct
and false assessments for each system.
System Correct False Free (f) Occupied (f)
IS 89% 11% 6% 5%
RS 85% 15% 8% 7%
Table 6.2: Accuracies of the systems. Double lense removed from the RS.
portion of five minute windows when rooms were reserved within a desired
time frame. For the historical data analysis in this study, a time frome of
working hours between 9-15, monday to friday, was used.
We will first look at the accuracy of the systems. The reference system
had an additional lense, which was removed half way in, to study the effects
it had on accuracy. The reference system will be refered to as RS and the
in-house developed system will be refered to as IS, for short.
Table 6.1 and table 6.2 depicts some accuracy numerics for the systems.
This former displays the RS values before removing the secondary lense, and
the latter after removing it. The tables display the portion of correct and
false assessments by each system. Additionally, the percentage of false free
(Free (f)) and occupied (Occupied (f)) states are depicted.
After removing the the lense, it can be concluded that the accuracy of
the RS did improve. However, the in-house developed system using Philips
hardware did perform better, overall.
The portions of falsely assessed states displayed in tables 6.1 and 6.2 are
calculated from all the measurements. I.e., there was a 6% chance that the
in-house built system falsely claimed a room was free (ratio between false free
assessments and all noted assessments). The probabilities of a free assess-
ment being false, however, were 9% and 21% for the IS and RS, respectively.
After removing the double lensing from the RS, the ratio between false free
assessments and all free assessments dropped to 13%, which is quite notable.
The effect on false occupied assessments was a slight increase, but not outside
the error margin.
We will now discuss the historical data displayed by each system. Al-
though the RS was set to use a 5 minute window for the real-time status of
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System Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri
IS 42% 34% 41% 40% 32%
RS 63% 57% 56% 64% 52%
Table 6.3: Space utilization per weekday (hours 9-15) for each system.
each room, it used a one hour window to determine utilization percentages
for the historical data. I.e., a room was determined to be occupied for a full
hour, if movement was detected. This lead to inflated utilization readings.
The percentages can be seen in table 6.3. The values are from data gathered
over three weeks, and the results are separated into weekdays. Data gath-
ered over longer periods would be desireable, however, the inflated values
proposed by the RS are evident. The mentioned factors together with the
accuracy metrics displayed in tables 6.1 and 6.2 suggest that metrics from
the IS are more dependable.
What comes to the utilization of spaces during each weekday, no reliable
conclusions should be drawn from the data. The spaces are utilized relatively
evenly throughout the week, with perhaps a slight dip on fridays. Trustwor-
thy analysis of this would require longer time frames of data gathering.
In addition to the accuracies and utilization metric analysis, another hy-
pothesis was addressed: could the data gathered be used for people counting?
I.e., could the amount of ”presence = 1” states within a time frame be used
to predict the amount of people within a work space. To determine this, the
amount of people within a reserved room was noted, and the ratio between
”presence = 1” measurements and all measurements within the time frame
was considered. Only the data gathered by the IS was applicable to this part
of the study. The results can be seen in table 6.4.
The second line displays the portion of ”presence=1” measurements, i.e.,
five second frames where presence was detected. E.g., if a room had only one
person in it, 20% of the five second measurements had detected movement,
and the rest showed no presence. It can be seen, that this ratio does seem to
be correlating with the amount of people in the room. However, with a group
size of four, a slight decline in the value can be observed. Additionally, the
standard deviation and variance listed on rows three and four, respectively,
are rather high. It was noted that some groups presented significantly less
movement than others, even with larger group sizes.
The data presented in table 6.4 indicates some correlation between the
amount of presence=1 measurements and people in a room. This data is
highly dependent on room size and interior design factors, such as furnishing.
Therefore, these numbers should not be taken as universal facts. It can be
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num. of people 1 2 3 4
presence=1 0.20 0.37 0.51 0.34
stdev 0.19 0.21 0.32 0.22
var 0.04 0.05 0.10 0.05
Table 6.4: Portion of ”presence=1” measurements according to the amount
of people in a room. This depicts the ratio between 5 second windows with
”presence=1” and 5 second windows with ”presence=0 OR 1”
stated with reasonable doubt, however, that the measured ratios are generally
affected by the number of people within a monitored space.
The five minute window for determining the space reservation status for
rooms was deemed reasonable. It is short enough to not cause excessive
false reservations after a room becomes free, and long enough to not easily
determine a space falsely free. Figures 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3 display graphs created
using Grafana [17]. Figure 6.1 shows comparison between a three minute
window and five minute window. Additionally, a 60 point moving average of
the 5 second measurements is displayed in the top graph. A 0 state describes
a free assessment and a >0 state describes an occupied assessment. The
window size is essentially the same as the with the 5 minute window. The
occupant only left the room for a longer period between 18:30 and 18:40. It
can be observed, that the three minute window was prone to falsely assessing
the room to be free, periodically.
Figure 6.1: Graphs displaying the reservation status (moving average, three
and five minute windows) of a room with one person, over approximately 3.5
hours. [17]).
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Figure 6.2 compares the one minute and five minute windows. It can
be observed that even the five minute window occasionally fails to correctly
assess the room status. A 10 point moving average of 30 second windows is
also included.
Figure 6.2: Graphs displaying the reservation status (moving average, one
and five minute windows) of a room with 2-4 people moving in an out during
the time frame. [17]).
In figure 6.3 we can observe that even two people can in some cases be
enough to allow a three minute window to correctly assess the reservation
status. A 10 point moving average of 30 second windows is also included.
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Figure 6.3: Graphs displaying the reservation status (moving average, three
and five minute windows) of a room with two people during the time frame
after 10:45. [17]).
6.2 Comparison
According to the data analysis in the previous section, the in-house built
system performed better. However, installing the RS required less effort.
Naturally, the IS demanded design and development hours in addition to re-
quiring locally installed base station hardware. In general, a turnkey solution
is likely the most reasonable choice for most companies.
Additionally, the accuracy metrics do not differ enough to dismiss the
RS. It does give users better knowledge of the real-time reservation status of
public rooms. The historical data of both systems can be used to give insight
on additional space requirements for corresponding personel. The variables
could also be tweaked by the supplier. The original values were used as
is, to display the differences between perceived space utilization. However,
the higher overall accuracy of the IS does suggest that the historical data
gathered by it should be more precise aswell.
Real-time space occupancy monitoring systems, and the data gathered
by them are relevant to companies working in many industries. For those
not working within the IT field, ease of installation is likely a main goal. It
may not always be reasonable to invest considerably in the implementation
such systems. Thankfully, many suppliers within the industry have relatively
dependable systems, with ease of installation as a principle. However, the IS
developed during this study indicates that such systems can have space to
improve, both in hardware and software.
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6.3 Discussion
Space occupancy monitoring, and space utilization optimization are a widely
discussed and studied field. There are a multitude of ways for gathering
the data required for such a system. Each method has its’ advantages and
drawbacks. The validity of one method over another is dependent on the use
case. Thus, when developing such a system, or planning for implementation,
it is up to the corresponding parties to make the relevant choices. However,
PIR sensing seems to be the standard within the field, as of yet. The overall
availability of technologies is excellent. Many of the technologies are con-
tinuously developed. For the growing IoT, the most influential technology
advancement will likely be the wide spread expansion of 5G.
The objective of this study was to make decision making easier in the
future, by providing information on both the software and hardware compo-
nents and factors relevant to implementing such systems. It can be presumed,
that the accuracies of the IS and the RS are enough to expect enhancements
in work flow, to some extent.
Having real-time space occupancy information has a wide spectrum of
advantages. The gathered data can also be used to analyze the requirements
for further space acquisitions. Space maintenance and lease expenses play
a large role in overall expenses for companies. Therefore, the technologies
discussed in this paper will likely be developed further. The accuracy of
present hardware solutions will improve and network technologies will be
polished to be more efficient. Novel methods for achieving even better results
are likely to come.
The implementation developed in-house is discussed in section 5. It was
deemed to be camparable to other industry solutions. Adding multiple sen-
sors to each room would likely achieve higher accuracy, with minimal time
and money investments. The UI could be developed further. The control
panel could be reviced and include more functionalities, such as controlling
the colors of the reservation lights.
The thesis combines information relevant to real-time space occupancy
monitoring and WSNs in general. The software developed is under IBM
Public Lisence, and it is free to use and further development is encouraged.
Chapter 7
Conclusions
The importance of space occupancy monitoring comes from multiple factors.
These include overall employee satisfaction through streamlined workflow, in
addition to tangible benefits, such as lowered energy and space lease expen-
diture.
This study was intended to answer the following questions: what are
the most suitable hardware and software technologies for gathering real-time
occupancy data within ad-hoc workspaces, and how the gathered data can be
analyzed. Additionally, the goal was to recount factors relevant to developing
an occupancy monitoring WSN system.
To answer the first question, a review of hardware and software tech-
nologies relevant to real-time space occupancy monitoring and WSN systems
was conducted. Multiple methods of people and movement detection were
discussed. Many of them were deemed unsuitable due to matters of privacy
and accuracy, or maintenance overhead caused by high power consumption.
The review was conducted mainly by researching existing literature, but
information was also attained from companies working on space utilization
monitoring systems. The most common hardware method for detecting oc-
cupancy was found to be PIR sensors. In addition to their high availability,
PIR sensors are also a relatively cheap solution and require very little power.
Although the selection was largely limited to PIR sensors, there were
systems employing other methods available aswell. These included camera
systems and depth sensors.
The most common networking technologies and protocols for WSN sys-
tems were determined to be ZigBee and Bluetooth Low Energy. They are
very suitable for the purpose because of their energy efficiency, sufficient
range and bandwidth, as well as availability. Most commercial WSN sys-
tems employ one or the other. In regards to WSNs and the IoT field, the
most promising networking technology currently in development is 5G. Addi-
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tionally, EnOcean, which employs energy harvesting methods, such as solar
panels and Wirepas Mesh were considered potentially substantial technolo-
gies to consider in the future.
The data gathered by the monitoring systems was analyzed with accuracy
as the main baseline. The analysis includes comparison between the reference
system and the system developed during this study. It was determined, that
the in-house developed system was able to achieve higher accuracy. The
factors that may affect the accuracy differences between the systems include
both the software, which comprises of the networking protocols, firmware
and data processing methods, and hardware, which includes the accuracy
of the sensor inside, the lense, and the overall design of the device. In the
implementation developed during this study, a single PIR sensor was able
to correctly assess the occupancy status of a room with 89% accuracy. The
accuracy of the reference system was 85%. Adding multiple sensors in each
room was not studied, however, it would likely increase the accuracies further.
The possibility of approximating the number of people in a room was also
studied. A correlation was found between the amount of movements detected
and the amount of people in a given room. However, variance in the data
was high. The values, discussed in chapter 6, are likely highly dependent
on differences in the experiment environment. The historical data can be
valuable to landlords, when assessing the requirements for future expansions.
The results implicate that a system employing only a single PIR sensor per
room can provide relatively accurate real-time information of the occupancy
status. This information, if relayed efficiently to users, can be expected to
improve work flow. The data gathered can also be used in HVAC and lighting
systems to minimize energy consumption.
The implementation process was multifaceted. The whole project was
concluded in three months. This included the preliminary review, develop-
ment, and installation. Thereafter, data was gathered for approximately one
month. The in-house developed implementation utilizes Philips Hue hard-
ware. The open API of the Hue family of products was a deciding factor in
the selection of the hardware provider. However, Hue systems have proven se-
curity flaws stemming from firmware design and ZigBee related matters. One
sensor was installed in each experiment room. Philips Hue bulbs installed
outside the rooms depicted the reservation status, i.e. whether movement
was detected inside. The third party reference system was extremely easy to
install due to it employing LPWAN networking with no on-site base stations.
The development phase for the in-house system took approximately two
months. Although the product is functional, further development would
likely improve user firendliness considerably. Additional functionalities, could
also be implemented. These include the ability to adjust the color configu-
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ration of reservation bulbs, configuring thresholds and window lengths sep-
arately for each space, and allowing multiple sensors per space. The most
notable necessary software choices were associated with managing the sensor
data. InfluxDB and Telegraf were used to store and aggregate the data, re-
spectively. It is advisable to research the current best practices and preferred
technologies before beginning a similar project. The Philips hardware itself
was easy to install. The most significant matter to consider was finding a
central position for the bridge or base station.
Overall, it was determined that developing software for existing occu-
pancy monitoring hardware with open APIs is feasible and relatively straight
forward. Additonally, such a system can, as of yet, provide competitive re-
sults when compared to turnkey services provided by suppliers in the in-
dustry. However, the development process for a high grade system requires
substantial research and work hours.
With the growth of the Internet of Things and WSN systems becoming
more common, studying the underlying software and hardware technologies
is important. This study aims to help the development of better solutions
for monitoring space occupancy, both for real-time utility and historical data
gathering.
For future work, studying the effects of increasing the number of sensors
per room would be beneficial. Additionally, further empirically comparing
different sensing methods in comparison to and in fusion with PIR sensors
would be logical. Additionally, studying methods of clearly conveying the
reservation status to users in varying environments would likely enhance
practical implementations.
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Appendix A
Telegraf configuration file
# Te l eg ra f agent c o n f i g u r a t i o n
[ agent ]
#Data c o l l e c t i o n i n t e r v a l f o r a l l inputs
i n t e r v a l = ”5 s ”
# Convert va lue s to another metr ic va lue type
[ [ p r o c e s s o r s . conve r t e r ] ]
## Tags to convert
##
## The tab l e key determines the t a r g e t type ,
## and the array o f key−va lue s
## s e l e c t the keys to convert . The array
## may conta in g lobs .
## <target−type> = [< tag−key > . . . ]
[ p r o c e s s o r s . conve r t e r . tags ]
s t r i n g = [ ]
i n t e g e r = [ ]
unsigned = [ ]
boolean = [ ]
f l o a t = [ ]
## F i e l d s to convert
##
## The tab l e key determines the t a r g e t type ,
## and the array o f key−va lue s
## s e l e c t the keys to convert . The array
## may conta in g lobs .
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## <target−type> = [< f i e l d−key > . . . ]
[ p r o c e s s o r s . conve r t e r . f i e l d s ]
tag = [ ]
s t r i n g = [ ]
i n t e g e r = [ ” s t a t e p r e s e n c e ” ]
unsigned = [ ]
boolean = [ ]
f l o a t = [ ]
# OUTPUTS
[ outputs ]
[ outputs . i n f luxdb ]
# The f u l l HTTP endpoint URL f o r
# your InfluxDB in s tance
u r l = ”<INFLUX DB URL>:<INFLUX DB PORT>”
# The t a r g e t database f o r met r i c s .
# This database must a l r eady e x i s t
database = ”YOUR DATABASE” # requ i r ed .
# Read formatted metr i c s from one or more
# HTTP endpoints
[ [ inputs . http ] ]
## One or more URLs from which to read
## formatted metr i c s
# f i l l with d i r e c t address to each presence s enso r .
# Now read ing data from s e n s o r s with i d s 6 and 9 .
u r l s = [
” http ://<BRIDGE IP ADDRESS>/api/<USERNAME>/s e n s o r s /6” ,
” http ://<BRIDGE IP ADDRESS>/api/<USERNAME>/s e n s o r s /9”
]
## HTTP method
method = ”GET”
## Amount o f time al lowed to complete the HTTP reques t
timeout = ”5 s ”
## Data format to consume .
## Each data format has i t s own unique s e t o f
## c o n f i g u r a t i o n opt ions , read
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## more about them here :
## https : // github . com/ i n f l u x d a t a / t e l e g r a f /
## blob / master / docs /DATA FORMATS INPUT.md
data format = ” j son ”
tag keys = [
”name” ,
” unique id ” ,
”productname”
]
j s o n s t r i n g f i e l d s = [ ” s t a t e p r e s e n c e ” ]
